
PERSONAL TRAITS 

ABOUT ME

Software Testing Engineer with 3.5 years of hands-on Experience
in Software Testing with Manual and Automation.
Aiming to use my proven skills to effectively fill the managerial
Role in your Company.

SKILLS
C, Selenium, Python

SQL, Selenium Web Driver

JIRA, Maven

DOM, TestNG, Data Driven

Windows XP, Windows 7/8/10

NAME:
SOFTWARE TESTING
ENGINEER

MOBILE NO: email id:

EXPERIENCE

Experienced Agile Product tester with Proficiency in testing
Web products applications pertaining to both Front end UI
and back end data tables.

Good knowledge on Microsoft Test Management (MTM)
tool,    Jenkins, Server and version control tools like GitHub.

Have experience in Automation testing using Cucumber and
also in NASCO mainframe application.

Adept in end-to-end development models such as Waterfall, 

Enthusiastic leaner with ability to work under pressure and
meet deadlines. Posses strong analytical, communication and 

Have proven ability to effectively manage time and resources
and  prioritize tasks in order to consistently complete projects
according to specifications.

Excellent communication and interpersonal skills and ability
to relate to people at all levels across the organization.

Self-motivated, Organized Team player with strong problem
solving and analytical skills and total commitment towards
the organization goals.

Team player with a work ethics, committed to work hard,
smarter and sincerely.

       Agile and Kanban.

       inter-personal skills.

Experience in Test Automation using

Experience in Java Programming.

Experience in POM Design pattern DOM,

Understanding Software Requirement

Software Testing Engineer
IT company
2018 - present

       Selenium Webdriver.

       Data Driven, TestNG.

       Specification and identifying the required
       Test Scenarios for Projects.

PHOTO



Managing requirement gathering, system analysis and finalization of technical / functional specification.

Defining best practices for project support and documentation.

Designing, testing troubleshooting and debugging of the applications.

Managing smooth implementation and testing the application at client location.

Flexible to work with any team like Functional/Regression Automation and Manual testing teams as well
       as development team during critical times.

FUNCTIONAL

EDUCATION
BE (Electronics and Communication Engineering) in Dhanalakshmi Srinivasan College of Engineering and

DIPLOMA (Electronics and Communication Engineering) in Periyar Centenary Polytechnic, Thanjavur, 2010.

SSLC in ST.Joseph High School, Thiruvaiyaru, 2007.

       Technology, Anna University, Chennai, 2013.

PROJECTSHANDLED
Project # :  QE&A-Wyndham Hotel.

Role                       : Testing Engineer.

Project Summary  : Wyndham Hotels and Resorts is one of the leading accounts in the Hotels that makes
                                 travel possible for all. From big cities and small towns to beachfront resorts and 
                                 highway hotels, its 20 iconic brands bring a diverse perspective to the travel  
                                 experience. with friendly service, thoughtful amenities, and a range of options for the                         
                                 everyday traveler. The App contains various feature like lightning booking, 
                                 multilingual, mobile checkin-checkout, Digital room key and attractive deal to
                                 different type of member.

Tools                      : Selenium, Postman, App Dynamics and Charles Log.

Platform                 : Windows 10.

ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES
Designing of Test cases, RTM Management, Requirement Analysis, Test Execution.
Tested Web Services, validated Request and Response Using Postman.
Created Test Data for UAT using Postman on daily basis.
Execute different type of workflows in workflow manager and sessions.
Lead four project : mobile check-in/mobile check-out AEM Upgrade, caesars enrollment and mobile App.
Strong in ETL data validation developed using information power center.
Validation of data transformations and perform end-to-end data validation for ETL.
Exposure to DB tools: Aqua Studio.
Defect Retesting, Analysis and Reporting.
Share the daily status reports with cilents involved functional, smoke, integration and regression for each
build of the application.
Conduct defect Triage meeting summarize and track defects to closure.



PROJECTSHANDLED

Project # : Agency Auto, Agency Direct.

Role                       : Testing Engineer.

Project Summary  : Agency Auto is a one-stop solution that helps Travel Agencies in optimizing their
                                 business through streamlined Transformation. By seamless integration of multiple
                                 GDS/API's, accounting system on the online booking tool that tends to automate
                                 the processes it paves a way to automates complex manual tasks that reduce errors
                                 and increase productivity, which in return reduces the operational cost and
                                 Turnaround time.

Project Summary  : Agency Direct is a next generation airline distribution system that helps airlines to 
                                 have complete access with an enhanced customer management interface and
                                 handle corporate & travel agencies effectively. It helps airlines with an increase
                                 in revenue through direct distribution and reduces the distribution cost.
                                 Airlines will have an end-to-end interface in managing various customer segments,
                                 Mobile responsive with fully flavored CMS, Diversified Policy Configuration
                                 Engine, Integration of multiple languages and currencies, Manage booking,
                                 Enhanced Check-in process, increased ancillary sales, Loyalty Programs, and more. 
                                 Enhanced booking platform to increase Travel Agency Engagement with commission
                                 Management, Discount, and offer matrix based on Airline-Agency relation, Balance
                                 Management module for credits, and customized reports.

Tools                      : Application Lifecycle Management tool (ALM) and JIRA.

Platform                 : Windows 10.

ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES

Understanding Requirement Specifications and Design documents.
Involved Preparation of test plan for both Manual and Automation.
Preparation of Test scenarios, Test cases and executing the same perform Sanity, Smoke, Functional,

Feasibility study on the regression test pack..
Execution of test cases in multiple environments like test, staging and pre-prod.
Reporting the defects to functional team and stake holders.
Involved in client meeting.
Preparing Test summary Reports and Reporting the same to client.
Providing UAT and Live Support.
Prepared Weekly Bug Status Report.

       System and Regression testing.

DECLARATION

I hereby declare that the information given above is true to the best of my knowledge & belief.


